
Result: Hurley CC - Sunday 2XI Won by 41 runs 

Date: Sun 16th Aug 2009 @ 14:00 

Ground: Woodford Park 

Toss:  Sunday 2XI won the toss and decided to bat 

Highlights: Hinnell Snr 59 Tait 54* Masters 3-18 Cudworth 3-21 

Sunday 2XI 
      R B 4s 6s 

Patrick Hinnell       59  75  10  0  
Tom Hooper       1  5  0  0  
Revel Weightman       14  17  3  0  
Alex Cudworth st     0  4  0  0  
Paul Hinnell ct     5  6  1  0  
R Tait + Not Out    54  68  10  0  
Durrant ro     0  1  0  0  
Nico Adams        6  6  0  0  
Rennie Campbell       4  3  1  0  
Daniel Masters       2  3  0  0  
Robert Simon * Did Not Bat            

Extras  ( 7b  6lb  7w  4nb  )   24    
Total  (9 wickets, 37.3 overs)  169   

 

Woodley CC, Berks - Friendly 2nd XI 
      R B 4s 6s 

Unsure ct R Tait b Alex Cudworth    0  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Daniel Masters    8  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Rennie Campbell    9  0  0  0  
Unsure ct R Tait b Daniel Masters    6  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Robert Simon    4  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Daniel Masters    2  0  0  0  
Unsure ct Revel Weightman b Alex Cudworth    70  0  0  0  
Unsure ro Robert Simon    11  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Revel Weightman   0  0  0  0  
Unsure    b Alex Cudworth    0  0  0  0  
Unsure Not Out    1  0  0  0  
Extras  ( 1lb  13w  3nb  )   17    

Total  ( all out , 38.2 overs)  128   



  

  
  O M R W Nb Wd 

Alex Cudworth 7.2 2 21 3 0  0  
Rennie Campbell 7 2 12 1 0  0  
Robert Simon 7 0 24 1 0  0  
Daniel Masters 7 3 18 3 0  0  
Nico Adams  5 0 31 0 0  0  
Revel Weightman 5 0 21 1 0  0  

 Just another usual day for the Hurley Sunday 2s this weekend against a young Woodley side... a top 
order collapse, skipper stung by a wasp and rushed to hospital, controversial umpiring decisions, 
middle-order revival followed by lower order collapse, early wickets before a fight back from Woodley, 
and eventual victory by 40 runs. 

  
After winning the toss Bert Simon surprised his teammates by opting for the obvious and choosing to 
bat on what looked like a flat batting track. With most the Hurley team relaxing in the sun anticipating 
a leisurely run up to tea, the top order, with the exception of stand-in opener Tom Hooper (bowled by 
a fine swinging delivery) managed to get themselves out in new and entertaining ways. Rev 
Weightman decided on a more sober approach against the junior bowlers than is normal, leaving a 
number of deliveries outside his off stump as he attempted to build an innings. The only problem was 
that one such delivery pitched on off and hit off, although the care with which Rev watched the ball go 
by was impressive. Perhaps he was undone by the unusual feeling of being able to look the bowler 
directly in the eye, something he hasn't been able to do since primary school. Which is where the 
bowler will be returning in a few weeks time. 
  
Next up was Alex Cudworth, but only a couple of balls later he was sent on his way having been 
stumped from a leg side wide and given out by Rob Tait. The conversation on the boys road trip to 
Holland after the game will have made interesting listening (if Rob ever made it out of the boot). 
  
To add to the fun, Hurley's fearless leader was stung by a wasp while umpiring. Moving faster than he 
has in several seasons he quickly departed the field and requested a lift to the nearest hospital due to 
a history of severe reactions to stings and hypochondria - and the need for treatment in the first 
crucial 10 minutes. A couple of hours later all was well, if slightly swollen, as the skip made it back in 
time for a substantial tea. 
  
Meanwhile, Pat Hinnell Snr, a fairly interested observer at the other end, was building a score that 
proved the backbone of the innings, hitting 10 fours on his way to 59 - a season's best. Only when 
Rob Tait (54*) came to join him did Hurley's innings gain any substance, with both batsmen 
despatching loose balls to the boundary. After Hinnell departed so did the remainder of the Hurley 
batsmen in quick succession, leaving Hurley 169 all out, slightly below par. 
  
The Hurley bowling attack started well, with Woodley immediately struggling to keep up with the run 
rate as Cudworth and Campbell kept things tight. Tait took a comfortable catch from Cudworth to 
remove the opener, while Campbell bowled the number 3, but it was the introduction of Masters to the 
attack that produced immediate results, as he picked up 3 quick wickets. The young opener, having 
played everything on the stumps with a straight bat up til now, missed with a cross batted swipe and 
was bowled. Tait then took a brilliant one-handed diving catch behind the stumps, before Masters 
bowled the number 6. With Bert Simon playing through the pain also picking up a wicket, Woodley 
were in trouble. 
  



The senior member of the Woodley team, Jawwa Raja, had other ideas however, as he took to the 
attack to Hurley with an excellent knock of 70, running well between the wickets and hitting anything 
slightly loose for four. A Simon-Masters run out manufactured by an initial Masters misfield proved the 
tipping point, with the remaining wickets falling to Weightman and Cudworth as Woodley were all out 
for 128. 
  
Man of the match: Rob Tait 
  
Runner up: Pat Hinnell 
  
Honourable mention: the wasp 
 


